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Abstract 

 

Unlike a conventional case study, where a single scenario is developed by an instructor and 

students then analyze that scenario, a reverse case study involves the students in the development 

of multiple scenarios.  This paper describes how approximately fifty student teams in a 

sophomore-level engineering course were presented with fifty physical components that had 

experienced mechanical failures.  Each team was asked to select three components, classify the 

failure mode and develop a unique case study involving all three components.  The students had 

trouble correctly identifying failure modes, because this was probably their first attempt at failure 

analysis, but the experience was motivational because it involved real-life components and 

creative writing. 

 

Introduction 

 

A reverse case study was used in the sophomore-level Materials Testing course at Missouri 

University of Science and Technology (Missouri S&T) during the spring semester of 2012.  This 

one-credit-hour laboratory course accompanies the mechanics of materials course required of 

many engineering majors.  The inspiration for this unique type of case study came from Deborah 

A. Beyer
1
 in the Department of Nursing at Miami University.  Professor Beyer presents her 

students with a list of medications and asks them to deduce a patient’s medical condition and 

then develop a care plan.  At Missouri S&T, students were asked to analyze broken components 

and then develop a scenario involving all of those components and their associated failure 

modes.  Figure 1 shows some of the components that were made available to the students.  

Appendix A contains a photo and short description of each item. 

 

The term reverse is sometimes used to describe case studies on what not to do.  Students would 

be encouraged to not repeat the unfortunate situation described in the case study.  Highly 

publicized building collapses, stemming from an engineering or construction mistake, might be 

used in this type of case study.  In this paper, however, the term reverse has more to do with the 

manner in which the case study is created than the subject of the study.   

 

Instructors often have to edit or replace a case study after one or two semesters in order to avoid 

plagiarism, but a reverse case study results in a unique case for each student team, which reduces 

the risk of future teams being able to copy that work.  Plagiarizing a reverse case study would 

require pre-planning—selecting an old study ahead of time, identifying the components used in 

that study and then selecting the same components during class time—instead of copying after 

the assignment has been given. 
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Figure 1. Reverse Case Study Components 

 

Reverse case studies may contain fewer details, because they are authored by students instead of 

an instructor, but they may be more engaging.  The reverse scenario utilizes the students’ own 

life experiences, gives the students a greater sense of ownership in the assignment, and forces 

them to spend more time in the synthesis level of the Bloom’s cognitive domain.
2
  As in this 

paper, the reverse case study may also give each student more exposure to physical evidence.  

Instead of a virtual experience or limited physical evidence, each student gets to 

see/touch/taste/smell/hear several real-life items. 

 

Background 

 

A reverse case study was added to the existing Failure and Fully Plastic Action lesson—one of 

twelve week-long experiments in the course.  The lesson objectives were (1) to enhance the 

student's understanding of the term failure, (2) to familiarize the student with the mechanical 

properties of ordinary carbon steel within the inelastic range, and (3) to demonstrate the use of 

three-point flexure equipment.  An unspoken goal was to inspire curiosity in more advanced 

engineering topics, like stress concentrations, failure analysis and fractography. 

 

Students were asked to perform a flexure test, combine that data with data from three previous 

experiments performed on the same material, and compare the combined results to the maximum 

shear stress theory, maximum octahedral shear stress theory, maximum principal strain theory, 

and maximum principal stress theory.  In previous semesters, student teams presented their 

findings in a memo or report format.  In the new assignment, they were asked to submit a 

worksheet summarizing their experimental findings and the reverse case study, as a substitute for 

report writing.  The total amount of effort was intended to be about the same. 

 

The components used in the case study were collected over a 15-year period, with students 

contributing one-third of the components.  The author liked to use real examples in his classes, 

and several of his students thought enough of the educational experience to contribute examples 

of their own, sometimes years after they had graduated. 

 

In the fall semester of 2010 through the fall semester of 2011, students were asked to pick one of 

seventeen components and identify the component’s failure mode.  Randomly selected students 

were then asked to refine their choice of failure mode based on Risk in Early Design (RED) 
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software being developed by Grantham et al.
3
  Results from this investigation were recently 

published by Arlitt and Grantham.
4
  During the summer and fall semesters of 2011, additional 

components were cataloged and photographed.  This expanded collection was made available as 

part of the reverse case study in the spring semester of 2012.  The author has many more 

components that will be added as time allows. 

 

Method 

 

A total of 147 students in eight laboratory sections were divided into 49 teams of three.  Fifty-

two components was made available to the student teams during the class period, and high 

resolution photographs of each item were made available on the class web site so the students 

could continue their investigations outside of class.   

 

Each student team chose three failed components and then tried to determine the mechanical 

failure mode for each component using the failure taxonomy
5
 provided in Appendix B.   The 

taxonomy contained a list of primary identifiers, failure modes, and definitions.  It was chosen 

because of its integration with the RED software.  This was most likely the first time the students 

had seen a failure taxonomy, and while they may have heard of terms like fatigue and creep they 

were probably unfamiliar with the exact definitions. 

 

As an inquiry-based learning experience, the students did not receive instruction in how to 

perform a proper failure analysis.  They also had limited or no exposure to manufacturing 

processes, materials science, fractography, non-destructive testing, etc.  References for some of 

these areas were provided, but it was left to the students to pursue them. 

 

The students were asked to make an initial selection of failure modes before leaving the lab and 

then include a final selection a week later in their submitted case study.  Table 1 shows how the 

available components matched the taxonomy, as judged by the course instructors.  It should be 

noted that one of the components—a spinal fixation system—did not exhibit a mechanical failure 

and therefore could not be mapped to the taxonomy. 

 

The students were asked to craft a short narrative involving all three components and how their 

failures were related.  It was suggested that the stories be modeled after a news report, but the 

exact format was left up to the students.  Portions of four submissions can be found in Appendix 

C. 

 

Results 

The students submitted 49 case studies.  The instructors graded and accidentally returned 13 of 

the studies before they could be logged, but data from the remaining 36 studies is provided 

below.  These studies involved 105 failure assessments on 36 of the 52 available components.  It 

is only by coincidence that the data is from 36 studies involving 36 components. 

 

The most commonly selected components are listed in Table 2.  The numbers represent the 

percentage of teams that chose each particular item.  It seemed that the students were more apt to 

select objects that they could identify and/or that had a more discernible function.  Obviously, 
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Table 1. Instructors’ Failure Classification for Full Collection 

Primary  

Identifier 

Percentage of 

Components 

Failure  

Mode 

Percentage of 

Components 

buckling -- -- -- 

corrosion 2% corrosion fatigue 2% 

creep -- -- -- 

ductile deformation 8% 
brinelling  

yielding 

2% 

6% 

fatigue 8% high cycle fatigue 8% 

fretting -- -- -- 

galling & seizure 16% galling 16% 

impact 14% 
impact deformation  

impact fracture 

2% 

12% 

radiation --  -- 

rupture 51% 
brittle fracture 

ductile fracture 

24% 

27% 

spalling -- spalling -- 

wear 2% abrasive wear 2% 

 

knowing how a component is used, where it fits in a larger mechanism, approximately how it is 

loaded, its service conditions, etc. would make that component easier to examine and to write 

about.  Components that were not chosen included bolts, shafts, a harmonic balancer and a clutch 

master cylinder. 

 

Table 2. Most Commonly Selected Components 

Teams that 

Selected 

Component 

Component 

Description 

Teams that 

Selected 

Component 

Component 

Description 

33% bowling ball
*
 11% needle-nose pliers 

25% highway sign hardware 11% frozen water pipe
*
 

19% racquet
*
 11% helicopter rotor blade 

19% transmission gear cluster
*
 11% lawn mower engine

*
 

17% Corvette steering mechanism 8% porch swing hook
#
 

* components donated by students; # component involved in legal case
 

 

The students concluded that the 36 components exhibited the primary indicators and failure 

modes listed in Table 3.  The percentages in the table represent how often the primary identifier 

or failure mode was chosen.  As a comparison, the table also shows the instructors’ choices for 

these 36 items.  The largest discrepancies between the students’ and instructors’ opinions 

involved galling and the various forms of fracture described in the taxonomy. 

 

The students and instructors agreed upon the primary identifier in 39% of the 105 investigations.  

The components with the highest level of agreement included a helicopter rotor (100%), frozen 

water pipe (100%), splined shaft (100%), bowling ball (88%), racquet (79%), CO2 bottle (66%) 

and porch-swing hook (66%).   
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Table 3. Comparison of Student and Instructor Choices 

Primary  

Identifier 

Student 

Choices 

Instructor 

Choices 

Failure  

Mode 

Student 

Choices 

Instructor 

Choices 

buckling 1% -- buckling 1% -- 

corrosion 6% 3% 

corrosion fatigue 

direct chemical attack 

erosion corrosion 

3% 

1% 

2% 

3% 

-- 

-- 

creep 7% -- 

stress rupture 

creep 

creep buckling 

4% 

2% 

1% 

-- 

-- 

-- 

ductile deformation 5% 10% 
brinelling  

yielding 

1% 

4% 

3% 

6% 

fatigue 15% 7% 

high cycle fatigue 

impact fatigue 

surface fatigue 

thermal fatigue 

10% 

1% 

3% 

1% 

6% 

-- 

-- 

-- 

fretting -- -- -- -- -- 

galling & seizure -- 21% galling -- 17% 

impact 36% 17% 

impact deformation  

impact fracture 

impact fretting 

8% 

25% 

3% 

3% 

11% 

-- 

radiation -- -- -- -- -- 

rupture 24% 41% 
brittle fracture 

ductile fracture 

15% 

8% 

29% 

23% 

spalling 1% -- spalling 1% -- 

wear 5% -- 

abrasive wear 

corrosive wear 

impact wear 

surface fatigue wear 

3% 

1% 

1% 

1% 

-- 

-- 

-- 

-- 

 

The students and instructors agreed upon the failure mode in 27% of the 105 investigations.  The 

components with the highest level of agreement in this area included a splined shaft (100%), 

bowling ball (79%), helicopter rotor (75%), porch-swing hook (66%), frozen water pipe (50%), 

axle (50%) and socket (50%). 

 

Surprisingly, only 19% of the teams revised their initial decisions after being given a week to 

become more familiar with the taxonomy vocabulary and definitions.  During that week, 6% of 

the teams picked new components.  It is assumed that they did not examine these new 

components during class time but decided to switch in order to enhance the narrative of their 

case study.  This was not anticipated, so the instructions had not specifically forbidden it.   

 

In the case study narratives, 26% of the teams used generic terms instead of the taxonomy 

vocabulary.  For example, three teams described failures as being due to pressure, rust and 

temperature.  Other teams appeared to use terms from the taxonomy without paying attention to 

their definitions.  For example, none of the teams that selected stress rupture as a failure mode 

mentioned creep, even though creep is the primary identifier for stress rupture.  These teams may 
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have assumed that stress and rupture accurately described their components, without giving any 

thought to the primary identifier.  Granted, this was a sophomore-level course, so terms such as 

creep and galling were probably very obscure, and that contributed much to the misused or 

missing terminology. 

 

The originality of the case study narratives was excellent.  It appeared that the students put more 

effort into creating an engaging scenario than accurately identifying failure modes.  Some of the 

case studies were serious while others were comical.  Curiously, several of the scenarios 

revolved around alcohol and dating relationships.  In straw polls conducted by the author, several 

students mentioned that they enjoyed the change in format compared to their typical laboratory 

assignments.     

 

Google Analytics was used to measure how often and how long content on the class web site was 

utilized.  Figure 1 shows how many hours each lesson was utilized that semester.  The Failure 

and Fully Plastic Action lesson was by far the most utilized, with 121 hours of usage and 8560 

page views.  Average lesson usage was 46 hours. 

 

 
Figure 1. Hours of Online Lesson Usage 

 

Conclusions 

The students seemed to enjoy the reverse case study, partly because it involved real components 

and partly because the writing style was so different from traditional engineering assignments.  

The students wrote short case studies involving multiple failures and how those failures were 

related.  Their creativity was impressive.  Their ability to correctly identifying failure modes was 
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lacking, but the course instructors were satisfied with what was probably their first attempt to 

analyze mechanical failures.  Based on Google Analytics data, the assignment was the most 

engaging of the semester. 

 

In future semesters, the instructors plan to put more emphasis on the failure definitions.  They 

might also include a checklist of questions, like “Is the item fractured?” or “Does the item show 

signs of yielding?” to help lead the students through the investigation.  Teams will not be 

allowed to switch components once they leave the laboratory. 

 

Hopefully, students that complete this assignment will come away with a better understanding of 

failure and the many ways it can occur.  Their interest in failure analysis can then be more fully 

developed in later courses on machine design, fatigue analysis, fracture mechanics, etc.  Faculty 

teaching these courses at Missouri S&T and elsewhere are welcome to use the component 

photographs found on the Materials Testing web site.
6 
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Appendix A: Full List of Components 

 

 
lawn mower piston 

 
harmonic balancer 

 
lawn mower piston 

 
automotive piston 

 
lawn mower engine 

 
motorcycle piston 

 
lawn mower piston 

 
lawn mower piston 

 
lawn mower piston 

 
splined shaft 

 
axle 

 
transmission 

 
transmission 

 
half shaft 

 
axle 

 
drive shaft 

 
sway bar 

 
steering 

 
strut 

 
winch 

 
lab specimen CO2 bottle 

 
water pipe 

 
air nipple 

 
potato cannon clutch master 

 
spine fixation 

 
highway sign 
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bolt, tension 

 
bolt, direct shear 

 
bolt, flexure 

 
hook, tension 

 
bridge bolt, tension 

 
highway sign 

 
bolts, direct shear 

 
bolt, torsion 

 
pliers 

 
chuck 

 
bolt fixture 

 
handle 

 
socket 

 
hydraulic piston 

 
tension grips 

 
bowling ball 

 
pedal 

 
tension specimens 

 
tension specimens 

 
unknown 

 
racquet 

 
rotor 

 
frame pivot 

 
drumstick 
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Appendix B: Failure Taxonomy 
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Appendix C: Sample Portions of Submitted Case Studies 
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